Understanding the Internet User Agreement

As part of the educational process involved in using these resources it is important:

That Parents:

• acknowledge their child may use the internet at school
• understand a code of behaviour must be understood and followed
• know that security precautions are essential to address the possibility of students sending or receiving inappropriate materials via the internet

That Students:

• acknowledge the trust and responsibility in using the internet and their e-learning account
• acknowledge that they should:
  1. always ask a teacher before using computers / tablets, the internet or their e-learning account
  2. always follow all teacher instructions when using computers / tablets, the internet or their e-learning account
  3. not let anyone else know their password
  4. not damage or disable computers, computer systems or computer networks or change settings on any machine
  5. not interfere with, damage, change or delete anyone else’s work or web page
  6. always be responsible for all activities in their e-learning + Google account
  7. only undertake research related to class work
  8. report to a teacher any material not suitable for children to see or read
  9. not join any group or organisation advertising itself
  10. not give their or anyone else’s name, home address or phone number to anyone on the internet
  11. save material and check with a teacher before printing
  12. make sure any email they send, or work they wish to publish is polite and carefully written and presented
  13. only access their own email account
  14. only use their first name when communicating with others or publishing work
  15. only use material from websites if they have permission to do so for resource purposes only
  16. be fair to others and not waste time when using technology
  17. always acknowledge the source of material that they use in their work